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COMD 3200     
 

Language Sample Assignment: Part A, Transcription and MLU Calculation 
 
In pairs, students will transcribe a conversational play language sample from boy aged 3yr-3mos in play 
conversation with a familiar adult woman. Refer to the syllabus for the due date. See the score form for 
further guidance. 
What to Transcribe 
The transcript should be 50 child utterances in length, starting from the beginning of the video. This is the 
minimum required to provide a representative calculation of mean length of utterance and obtain a good 
picture of the child’s language. Both child and adult conversational partner utterances should be transcribed. 
You can leave out lengthy segments of adult conversation, but if so, say so (e.g., 5 min. of adult talk omitted).   
The major decisions will be “What is the child saying?” and when to segment speaker turn into utterances 
(sentence). In deciding what the child is saying, write the words you think the child is saying.  Do not change 
or correct grammar or word choice. If a word is difficult to understand, listen several times, and then if you 
can’t figure out the word, write an X for each syllable of the word.  
This is an orthographic transcription of words not a phonetic transcription of speech sounds. You can note 
occasional sound errors (e.g., {says [wuv] for love}), or if there were a lot, make a comment about that and 
whether it was fairly easy or difficult to understand the child. 
How to Transcribe 
Start the transcript with the following information: the LSA team names, the participants’ names, the age 
and gender of the child, and the context (activities, materials, location), and the relationship between the 
conversants.   
Put each child and adult utterance on a separate line. If the child says three utterances in one turn, put each 
utterance on a separate line. Number each child utterance. For each child utterance, identify the bound 
grammatical morphemes that are in Brown’s 14. Use the layout displayed below (C = Child, A = Adult):  
1 C  Where are the book/s?      
 A  On the shelf. 
2 C  Can/’t reach it {reaches for the shelf}. 
3 C  Get it for me. 

= Adult looks disapproving but says nothing. 
4 C I want it! 
 A Do you want it? 

C No. 
A You do.  
A What do you say? 
= Long pause, adult looking at child, child looking away 

5 C Please.  
= Adult hands child the book 

6 C Yay, my favorite XX. 
7 C Can you read? 
8 C My book {pats the cover}. 

= Adult takes the book and starts reading it aloud 
 
Utterance Morphemes, MLU, Range   
You will be doing a lot more analysis in the next part of this assignment, but a basic skill is calculation of 
Mean Length of Utterance (MLU) by morphemes.  
On the right side of the transcript, list the utterance length by morphemes for each of the 50 child utterances 
you use to calculate MLU. Calculate MLU on those 50 child utterances, following the rules set out in your 
notes. At the end of the transcript, report the utterance length range (shortest to longest) and the MLU. 
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COMD 3200 
Typical Language Transcript Evaluation 

Names  _____________________________________________ 
Feature Possible Points  
1. Header Information 
LSA team names 
Participant names 
Age and gender of child 
Context: relationship, activities, location   
 

5  

2. Transcription format 
50 numbered child utterances 
Orthographic transcription 
One child utterance per line   
Adult utterances mainly one per line  
Adult & child speaker indicated each line 
Non-verbal & contextual information indicated by = or {} 

20  

3. Child Transcription and Segmentation 
Words transcribed accurately for context (video check) 
Gestures or other nonverbal communication transcribed 
Child utterances appropriatedly segmented by grammar, meaning, and pauses 
 
 

20  

4. Adult Transcription and Segmentation 
- for each child turn, preceding and following adult utterances 
- segmented accurately by utterance 
- words accurately orthographically trancribed (video check) 
 
 

 5  

5. Child Grammatical Morpheme Indication 
Brown’s bound grammatical morphemes indicated by /: past tense –ed, plural s, 
possessive ‘s, 3rd person s, contracted copula and auxiliary   
Correct identification 
Not segmented for non-Brown gms 
 

 5  

6.  Child Utterance Length Calculations 
- Number of morphemes listed and correct  
- Child MLU  
- Child range 
 

 10  

TOTAL 
 

65  

 


